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01: The Workshop
Austrade is undertaking consultation to inform Australia’s next tourism strategy to 2030. The objective of this
workshop is to engage directly with as many tourism operators as possible to enable their contribution to the
strategy development.
This workshop is an opportunity for participants to provide their input to the development of this strategy by:


Articulating their aspirations for the Australian tourism industry in 2030



Identifying challenges, opportunities and game changers for the industry



Identifying focus areas that are important to their location (state/region)



Sharing their on-the-ground insights.

Through their participation in the workshop, attendees were able to provide their views on Australia’s next
long-term tourism strategy.
This report contains the inputs generated through the workshop process.
Participants:
There were 50 participants in the workshop.
Workshop Structure:
The workshop was structured with five main sessions:


Visioning – what does the future of the tourism industry in Australia look like in 2030?



Narratives – capturing the stories that we tell about the industry now and its impact on people and
communities.



Challenges & Opportunities – exploring these within the context of the Report, and identifying areas
that may not have been covered in the Report



Focus Areas – as set out in the Report



Game changers – identifying the actions that would have the most positive impact on the industry
into the future.

The design of the workshop focused on eliciting ideas, comments and contributions from participants on
each in these sessions, generating input to the consultation process. This report is structured as per these
workshop sessions.
The workshop ran for 2 hours, from 10am – 12noon, 25th September 2019, in the function rooms of The
Westin Hotel, Perth.
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02: Visioning – “Into the future … 2030”
Q1: “How would you describe the successful Australian Tourism Industry of 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into ‘Poll Everywhere’ software
via their smartphones. The following are the inputs and the resulting word cloud. The word cloud
shows words used with higher frequency in a larger font size.

Word Cloud:

Q2: “What is the one critical factor you believe will underpin your success in 2030?”
Participants were asked to input their response to the above question into Poll Everywhere software
via their smartphones. The following are the responses received.






















Cultural influence
Skilled workforce
Integrated approach
Access
Affordability
Increased visitation
Red tape reduction
Marketing
Well defined strategic plan
Joined up strategy
Authenticity
Access
Affordable
Mutually agreed Collaboration
Strategic
Customer value
Affordability
Destination management
Experience development
Investment in world class attractions
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Investment
Collaboration
Accessible
Honesty
Differentiation
Access
Shared vision
Diversity
Collaboration
Shared vision
High value
Connectivity
Access
Dispersal
Access
Affordability
Sustainable growth
Access
Ethical
An authentic experience
4











High value tourism
Regional Infrastructure
Bi partisan approach
Experience development
Diversity of experience
Industry and government collaboration
State and federal collaboration
Continued safety in Australia
Access
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Accessibility
Accessibility
Commitment and alignment of all
stakeholders
Take risk
New attractions
Experiences
Accessible
Collaboration
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03: Narratives
Story-telling is a powerful way to articulate not just facts and figures, but emotions, feelings, thoughts and
experience. As we look to 2030 the need to preserve the good in what we have, whilst expanding and
exploring further the opportunities presented, is key to ensuring that the baseline of the present is
understood and considered. In this activity, participants were paired up and asked to share, and document, a
story that conveyed the impact of the tourism industry on people and communities.

Situation



Redevelopment of a predominantly residential park to a tourism park with
significant investment in redeveloping the park and infrastructure

Characters





Holiday park owners
Local council
Local community

Actions




The park has undergone a significant redevelopment
Holiday park owners and local council worked collaboratively in negotiations

Impact



The redevelopment has now offered the local community a location to use
the facilities e.g. swimming pool
The redevelopment has had a flow-on effect with increase in visitors to the
region, which in effect has supported the local business






Outstanding experiences of WA’s nature and parts mean that visitors value
them and want to see them protected
Investment in the GAP near Albany delivered a new lookout

Characters




Tour operators broaden the suite of experiences available.
Visitation growth satisfaction has increased

Actions



Collaboration between industry and government can deliver positive tourism
outcomes
Upgrading an existing attraction has delivered tourism outcomes

Situation


Impact

Situation




WA’s unique places and nature are valued around the world
The new facilities at the GAP have created another reason for people to
rediscover the South Coast and stay longer

Araluen Botanic Park







Connectivity to community sense of pride
Social connection
Keepers of heritage and history of the area and story’s from 1930’s
Macro – Asian century 1990’s Government investment
Local economy $$
2019- 20 year lease to an Incorporated Body

Characters







Community
Government – ownership
Council / Board – Lease
International visitors
Local government

Actions






Privately owned
Community advocacy
Government purchase
Incorporate operated employment

Impact



Economic injection into the local/state 120k visitation per annum
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Situation






Study groups
Cultural exchange
Impact on both country young people value/vision
Music international language

Characters




Chinese students – come to experience Australian way of education system
Australian students – having chance to interact with Chinese Students who
grow up in very different system

Actions





Exchange
Study in same class
After class interactions

Impact



Value/vision

Situation




Perth city
International event – e.g. Games at Optus Stadium

Characters




Fans – easily recognisable by their team colours
Tourists

Actions



Create a vibe and excitement in the city

Impact




Contagious!
Creates vibrancy, local pride and has an economic impact

Situation




Change
Employment

Characters



State government – rules

Actions





New product
New investment
Increased marketing activity

Impact




Increased employment
Increased international visitation

Situation



Geraldton form say

Characters




Local tours
Chinese travellers

Actions




Play traditional instrument
Interactive with local people

Impact




Get knowledge of local community
Get history of local community

Situation





Broome was a North West drive market town
Development from the time of Cable Beach Club
Moved from mainly caravan park to hotel based

Characters




Alisteir McAlpine
Ansett Airlines

Actions





New hotel developments
Increase in flights and air activity
Driving destination also increased in market place

Impact



Increased transport options for all, four airlines now fly to Broome. Went
from 60,000 to 400,000
Greater recreational facilities; Doubled population
Increased amenity across all platforms
Increased and improved medical and educational
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Situation







Albany is an economic hub for the lower great southern.
Main industries are agriculture
Heritage story
Nature attractions are aligned to wilderness
Known for whales

Characters




Federal and state collaboration
Australian War Memorial

Actions




National ANZAC Centre has opened
Heritage stories were articulated nationally.

Impact



Albany is now known for rich heritage and connection to ANZAC

Situation



Busselton Jetty – Uniting community

Characters



Busselton Community – Jetty

Actions



Funding required

Impact



Total 500,000 community employment

Situation




Redevelopment of Scarborough foreshore
Reopen in April 2018. It now has 18 outlets in the area with a new skate
park, an Olympic size pool and extensive playground

Characters





Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority
City of Stirling
Local businesses

Actions




Foreshore was closed for 12 months
Inconvenient with traffic issue

Impact








During the closure, the local community was upset.
Small bit affected
Outcome was great. Area is more vibrant than before
Healthy image of a family oriented town
New public events
New tourism destination within Western Australia

Situation

Rottnest Island



Local narrative
DNA of WA’s – 2000 locals stay / generational

Characters






Locals
Domestic
International
Quakkas

Actions




Share local amenities
What international/domestic visitors want

Impact





Businesses – significant impact
Employment
Development of product for international visitors

Situation



Judge for WA Tourism Awards 2019

Characters



The people and characters who have built sustainable businesses from their
vision

Actions



Grown organically to be vital tourism players

Impact




Huge impact in local communities economic and social (Jobs, Pride)
Plus ($$) value to the WA Tourism product
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Situation






Kimberley uniqueness
Aboriginal land and culture
Domestic and international flights to and through the region
Flooding by operators especially large corporations and international

Characters






Indigenous people
Tour operators
Entrepreneurs
Local people

Actions






Debate – never ending, action required
Assistance – government and airlines required
Land access restricted
Cultural influence necessary and wanted

Impact






Too many operators
Flights working but needs much more work
Aboriginal corporations – link through Broome to East Coast, slow but
underway
Capped licenses – such as Antarctica / Galapagos

Situation



Large matches/games at Optus Stadium

Characters



Sports fan travelling to watch a game at Optus stadium

Actions



People walking around the Peninsula foreshore

Impact




Vibrancy
Increased business for local bars / restaurants / pubs

Situation




Small Wheat belt town
Started a RV site in town

Characters




Shire – put in RV site
Shire wanted to demonstrate value of tourism

Actions



Boxes put up in caravan parts to collect receipts of money spent in town

Impact




Demonstrated value of tourism to residents
Catalyst for further tourism development

Situation




Regional cultural activities – touring film festival, sharing AUS and
international culture
8 locations, Broome, Kunnurum, Narrogin, Bunbury, Albany etc.

Characters





Local cultural venues i.e. cinemas, halls
Festival operators
Locals supporting

Actions




Funding to enhance model (regional arts funding)
Collaborations – locals embracing and supporting

Impact




Increase in activities and cultural shows in town
Income to operators/venues – i.e. retail, hospitality, (having dinner and then
going to the show etc.)

Situation







Exmouth region – small town
Tourism drawcards (marine life) attracting visitors
Small town that relies on tourism
Huge growth in tourism operators
Visitors spending increased (e.g., fuel, food, accommodation, gifts, etc.).

Characters




Tourism operators
Fringe industries
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DBCA (licences)
Destination marketing organisations

Actions






Increase in whale shark licenses
Growth in visitation
Growth in spending
Locals supporting tourism growth

Impact




Growing in spending
Exmouth recording highest season ever!

Situation





Guided walking tours
Using local businesses
These businesses are not normally considered in tourism

Characters







Walking tour company
Guides
Guests
Local business
Staff in local businesses

Actions





Introduction to local businesses on tour
Money from tour flows to local businesses
Local businesses embraces tourism

Impact






Improved tourism product
Improved sustainability for tour company and local businesses
Referrals
People becoming advocacies for city businesses

Situation






Young tourism student looking for a start
TAFE
Networking – young events
Company looking to employ talented workers – local

Characters




Student – TAFE Tourism
Tourism attraction

Actions





Student successfully networked
Got interviews
Secured job

Impact





Now has been promoted within the company
Business has secured a great worker
Employing local people

Situation

America’s Cup Defence



Australia won America’s Cup
Fremantle to host the defence in 1987

Characters






Alan Bond
Brian Burke
Local residents
Syndicates

Actions






Huge capital investment
WA Tourism Commission created
Licensing
Construction

Impact






Social and economic impact
Development
Pride
Enthusiasm & unleashed potential
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Situation







Impact of heritage/conservation project in Katanning WA
Influx of people, but industry has declined
Nigel Oakey converted into a hotel into a Premier hotel
Put pride into the town
Flour mill vacant aimed by local government

Characters






Department of Heritage
Local Authority
Developers
Dome Coffees

Actions





Kept fabric and gathered local stories and got local community involved
Main street has stimulated business
Refurbished the old hotel and provided hospitality, hotel offerings

Impact





Improved local businesses
Revival of community
Able to tell a story about an ailing country town and find a reason for people
to visit again

Situation






18m commercial area
Aboriginal tourism versus little previously
Island highly sign to Aboriginal people but slowly not prominent to visitors
Major tourism destination for visitors

Characters





Wadjemup elders
Rottnest Island Authority
Visitors

Actions





Walking tour of settlement
Authentic interpretation and story telling
Cultural innovation

Impact







Truth telling
Cultural engagement
Reconciliation opportunity
Acknowledgement and welcome
Fills a gap in offering on Island guides WA

Situation

Dolphin Discovery Centre







Been 25 years / Urban commercial envelope
Major redevelopment – opened 2019
10 year process
Nature based wild dolphin experience 2 hours
South of Perth
Conservation, education, research NFP funded by Tourism Activity





Whole of community experience – consultation them to development:
design, building
State government and local government
Staff, volunteers, suppliers

Actions






Designed and constructed – major tourism asset
Total makeover of Koombana Bay and Tourism entry to the city
Increased destruction
Marketing and partnerships

Impact







Increased employment 14-45 direct
Increased visitation 3 told – early days expect more
Increased income stream and sustainability for eco museum
New packaging opportunities and industry growth
Indirect flow through e.g. Boathouse

Characters
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Situation

Exmouth / Ningaloo





Natural environment: Whale sharks / Humpback and the Reef
2004 – 3,000 swimmers
2018 – 37,000 swimmers
“The impact that Ningaloo Reef has had on the region”

Characters






Local operators
Airlines
Local Shire
STO/RTO/NTO

Actions



Get buy in from the local operators to have faith in Tourism

Impact








Tourism has created jobs, investment in the region.
Growth of airline access/increased capacity
More businesses opening
FIFO / Corporate reliance has reduced
2x new resorts, 2x new craft breweries, more cafes and restaurants
World’s best practice marine animal interaction

Situation




Opening of the WA museum
Changing dynamic after an economic change

Characters




The Whale
Newcastle

Actions




Bringing back culture
Closing of steel plant BHP action to recover

Impact




Reminding people of the history and highlighting a key change
Change of identity – how does it move forward?

Situation




AAT Kings – day trip out of Darwin to TIWI Islands
Locally owned operators

Characters




AAT Kings / SEALINER elders from the community
Tourism operators

Actions




Day trips to focus on employment
Opportunities

Impact





Indigenous TIWI Island community able to tell their stories
Support youth employment / migrant employment
Small business / manufacturing opportunities
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04: Challenges & Opportunities
Participants were asked to individually brainstorm the challenges and opportunities that they foresee for on
the journey to 2030, writing them on separate post-it notes. They then posted their ideas and collectively
grouped them into themes. The notes below contain the themes as grouped by the participants. The bullet
points represent the actual comments written on the post-it notes.

Challenges
Attitude


self-interest (not viewing as a whole)



lack of positivity






articulating an identity for Perth
joining hub attractions
depth and quality of experiences
changing climates







No Perth identity
lack of clear narrative brand for Perth
The unknown – what does 2030 look like?
articulating an identity for Perth
clear direction – all can sign up for



disruptive industries








flight cost
cost of regional aviation
possibilities – local cultural
lack of co-operation across gov’t levels
ability to collaborate industry +
government
affordability





environmental burdens
recognition of areas (specific)
restricted beachside (Dev + Swan)



international relationship



Asian century vs. Australia as a
destination
complement vs competition

Skills Shortage




educating employees
skills shortage – focus on mining
Sharing community Airbnb, Uber, etc.

Lack of clear vision
 trying to compete on price and distance
rather than celebrating our uniqueness
 lack of shared vision
 lack of innovative markets
 politics
Digital Disruption
 modern technologies change the way
people travel
Access








lack of foresight -> planning
Need to increase direct air services from
east coast
lack of investment in infrastructure
Australian law + red tape
accessibility
access to land and country
more air access

Environment




protect the environment
climate change
environmental sustainability

Global Relationships



strategies to disperse to regions
global economic situation

Competition



flooding markets
regional competitors



Red Tape


red tape on tourism (usually small) business
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Funding




government policy (support for tourism)
investment in infrastructure
funding to reinvest




lack of investment and innovation in
marketing
lack of investment in new attractions




roads, public transport
regional infrastructure gaps





coherent experience development
Aboriginal tourism capability
more places to explore multiculturalism






sector not that capable (small business)
suppliers
capacity
managing vision in time and space





backlash from over tourism
over tourism (overwhelming places to visit)
over tourism in some areas






fragmented approach to offering
cultural authenticity indigenous
staying unique
complacency






optimism
clean energy
signature attraction
to continue to position tourism as one of
Australia’s key economic drivers
to properly target the high end market
opportunity: to be different to other global
markets
underutilised assets in regional Australia

Infrastructure



Lack of development around our natural
assets (beaches etc.).
Manage hotel supply!

Indigenous cultural barriers



lack of cultural/Indigenous offering
multi-cultural

Capability




distribution capability of regional operators
ability of regional operators to improve
services
diversity – multiple destinations

Over tourism




maintaining our unique nature and sense
of place
over tourism for particular areas
avoiding over tourism

Miscellaneous
 world events impacting on travel
 over-tourism
 lacking in depth
 destination value (keep up with the rent)
 maturity of tourism industry
Opportunities
Innovate








meet future tourism trends
new innovation, creative experiences, and
attractions
Innovation – be better than the rest!
variety
choice
government can position as a leader in
green tourism
biodiversity and science





Educate About Market








better social services
be different than the rest of the country
immigration
reset where we are
educate about WA
uniqueness as a product/experience offers
growing middle class in India
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collaboration with tour operators to plan
itineraries across Australia i.e. Use WA as
entry and then across to other states
-large population in southern hemisphere
diversity
more holistic approach to destination
management
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Heritage /Indigenous Authentic






safety/safe destination
authentic experiences
indigenous tourism
cultural heritage tourism (Aboriginal ad
historic heritage)
build story associated with each
experience







connect with Aboriginal tourism
global desire to experience Australia’s
amazing lifestyle
world-class experiences
preserving and valuing destination
character
highlighting specialties

Big Data



Data– data driven insights and decision
making
technology to connect remote
areas/inaccessible places




opportunity to be the world’s safest
tourism destinations
safety/safe destination

Capability and capacity building







avoiding over-tourism while we still have
time
under-tourism
avoid overcrowding experienced in other
parts of the country
access increase
getting intrastate market to take one more
overnight trip a year
economic









capacity for more visitation
capacity
building for businesses
maintain value as a high yield destination
strategic investment to better position
industry e.g. B/MR airport
amazing untouched wilderness
high value traveller segment seeking
immersion/experiential travel

Events Driven




increased partnerships with airlines –
reduce costs of travel, longer promotion
times etc.,
communication /connectivity
international exposure





packaging tailored towards FIT market
(balance)
major world events
regional events





space/land
global economic headwinds
lacking in depth




be more affordable and unique
-sophisticated film tourism



Inner Perth Assembly! – inner city local
government collaboration




strong operators taking leads
support to operators to develop new
experiences

Miscellaneous





GST revenue/investment in regions
enhancing community, dated tourism
community cohesion
investment in natural assets

Storytelling



showcasing our amazing people and
stories
telling local stories

Collaboration



collaboration with local government + state
+ federal
inner city collaboration with Perth LGAs

Capability + Skills Increased



support future of industry through youth
training/guidance and hospitality
increasing capabilities + skills of SMEs
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Connectivity/Infrastructure Improvements


better infrastructure/connectivity around
WA Perth -> regions




Less population, more opportunities
less population than other destinations






increased aviation access
new gateways
more flights to regional areas
airlines with shorter direct flights

Improving Access





long haul direct flights
proximity to Asia
affordable air travel
reduced regional travel costs

Positioning




better use of the Swan River to improve access around Perth
clear positioning for WA and Perth
activating the Swan River

Unique Activities x Attractions





maintain an authentic Aussie experience
encourage diversity and uniqueness
scale of tourism offering in WA
exciting and unique activities







diversity experiences
smart marketing the state
arts tourism
differentiation – both WA and Australia
unique culture and wildlife



economic growth in neighbours




drive VOT to build tourism community
drive awareness of WA experiences on
the east coast





mentoring and training new tourism
workers
additional attraction
encourage investment, reduce red tape





Indonesia
new product
work with other Pacific Nations



culinary tourism + using local ingredients



invest in aboriginal cultural tourism as part
of our unique identity
grow indigenous authentic product

International Tourism



tourists
international relationships (geographic)

Build domestic tourism



domestic tourism
highly preferred destination (get over the
“cost” argument

Investment




invest in nature-based tourism
investment +interest
scale + collaboration across states and
territories

Emerging Markets + New Products




growth of tourism in emerging markets
diversify into new markets
China

Entrepreneurs
 integrate and encourage – look to Sweden
 keep it local produce
Showcase Aboriginal Culture





indigenous experiences + tourism
aboriginal culture
authentic indigenous offering
diversity
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05: Focus Areas
Presented with a list of focus areas and priorities gleaned from recent national and state meetings,
discussions and reports on tourism, participants were asked to vote for their top five focus areas. The
resulting top seven overall were the focus areas that participants were able to deep dive into, capturing their
inputs to as series of prompting questions.
The priorities voted on for the workshop are as per the below, and the focus areas used in the activity were:


Environmental sustainability



Transport and access



Regional dispersal



Growing and diversifying source markets



Investment into quality infrastructure



Enhancing business capabilities



Emerging opportunities in marketing

Poll Everywhere voting:

The prompting questions provided for each group, at each focus area were:


Describe this focus area
o

What does it mean to you?

o

What are its core elements?



What is important about it?



What impact does/can/will it have on the Tourism 2030 strategy?



Ideas / Opportunities / Issues / Risks
o





How can this focus area be improved, developed, expanded or mitigated and minimised?

Ownership / Advocacy
o

What is the role of Industry in this focus area?

o

What is the role of Government in this focus area?

Other: what else should be considered?
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Environmental Sustainability












Educate tourists (customer charter)
Consistency in ‘green’ accreditations
Managing reputation – WA built on
environment
Get to a stage where it is self-managed
by industries
Showcase leaders in the industry and
who are doing it well
Ownership – industry + government
(federal, state, local)
Education
Green tape removal
Government support to incentivise  i.e.
grants/approvals
Better site infrastructure (i.e. bins, toilets)
Social media’s role?  responsible
marketing












Regulation/management has a role to
protect the values + allow for innovation
Climate change – water use (cost)
Ensuring tourism has a positive effect on
the environment
Protecting tourism and the environment
for the future
Looking at the way we do it and how we
do it better
Important because WA is very much
about environment
Develop reputation
Biodiversity threats
Customer demands are changing
New immersive products

Regional Dispersal












Perth needs to be an attractive gateway
which leads to regional visitation
o Be our major hub
Connections (air) to remote locations
needs to be affordable
o Investment in local airports by
industry + government
Knowledge of scale/gaps in quality
accommodation
Roads improvement/signage/Wi-Fi
improvements + better “calling out” of
significant places of interest
Cruise ports
Reliance on natural attractions
Role of destination marketing in education
markets
Role of industry = co-ordination












Role of government =
funding/collaboration
Improved collaboration between regions
Skills + labour shortages
Jobs for locals in regions
Opportunity
o Have to come back again to see
everything
o Diverse offering
Can be difficult to educate suppliers
Recognise that WA will never compete as
a cheap/short distance destination, so
work with our comparative advantages
Collaboration + integration of transport
options – plane  car hire etc. that reflect
visitor demand

Transport and Access










Move people/visitors to WA
Ability to move around WA
Road, rail (very fast rail) and air/self-drive
Affordability = access (important)
More choice
Help with regional dispersal  control
over-tourism (important)
Lift volume of visitation
Link to what people want to do and how –
vision centric
Ideas – broadens demographics
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Signs  multi-lingual – wayfinding
Opportunities, issues, risks
Digital booking options
Cruise and ports
Capacity – increase airline seats
Fuel prices critical
High speed rail in WA (regional)
More access = more revenue
Human resources to manage the increase
EV market – charge station infrastructure
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Investment into quality infrastructure










Public and private investment and
infrastructure
Roll out of electric vehicle charging
stations
Improvement in accessibility for RV
market
Public and private venues and attractions
that drive demand e.g. stadium, ANZAC
experience (Albany), Luxury lodges,
Kalbarri Skywalk
Accommodates and attracts an increase
of visitation
New experiences and attractions driving
regional dispersal and repeat visitation
Increased quality of mobile coverage in
remote regional tourism areas
Visitor facilities in key destinations to
ensure visitor satisfaction + site
management/protection













PPP’s
Technology (ICT) infrastructure
Investment incentive for private
investment
Renewable energy
Remove barriers/red tape to increase
private investment
Invest for high end
What is our MONA?
What do our visitors want/expect?
Quality, easy + cheap public transport
goes hand in hand with quality
infrastructure
Investments that reflect WA’s sense of
place + don’t try to replicate other
destinations

Emerging Opportunities in Marketing









Big data (forward focus) – personalised
o Demographic segmentation
Psychographic profiling
Word of mouth
Authentic backlash on influencers
Niche – astro/mountain biking/film
AI strategies
Community driven
Government role
o Training
o Access
o Facilitator









o Listen and engage
Industry role
o Action
o Collect and provide data and
share
Qualitative research + quantitative
Increase in collaboration + other countries
Visa runs into WA form Bali, etc.
Importance: keeping up with changing
language
Marketing as education

Enhancing business capability





Describe this focus area
o Quality service
o Cultural awareness – training
o Export ready – trade ready/local
distribution
o Environmentally sustainable
o Understanding the market
o Aboriginal cultural capability
o New product/experience
development  idea/opportunity
o Important for international market
o Domestic market
Addressing time constraints for small
businesses?
Connecting the dots of what is already
being offered
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Opportunity
o Decentralised business
support/training (regional training)
Improve general marketing capability +
investment/funding to assist in support
services
Digital assumption (risk)
Virtual mentoring/training
Impact
o Visitor satisfaction/ability to globally
compete
o Economic impact in local
communities
o Increased length of stay
o Ability to place new or refreshed
product for sale
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Growing and Diversifying Source Markets






Research of needs and drivers
Growing existing – seeking new
audiences
Opening new markets (and close some
markets)
We need new visitors/first time from
interstate (drive urgency)
Repeat dispersal from interstate will be
influenced by products diversifying
experiences and refreshing message to
market
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Develop new infrastructure through
government and private partnerships
Focus on meeting cultural needs of new
source markets
Embracing tech used by new  emerging
source markets
Government research
Especially for Asian markets
Risk – need an iterative approach to
target markets – personalisation
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06: Game Changers
Q: “What is the most important game changer for the industry to drive success to 2030?”
In groups, participants were asked to brainstorm their responses to the above question. The focus was on
identifying that one game changer, the “silver bullet” that would drive success to 2030. The game-changer
ideas were captured and are reported below.

Game Changers:


Australia as an eco-tourism destination



Developing authentic experiences and products
o

Together with support to operators and suppliers, to take their products to market through
capability building



Quality Service – skills, cultural awareness, business skills, quality visitor experience, local
knowledge, local stories, narratives and characters; a unique outstanding experience



Authentic indigenous experience



Shared identity with one message – national pride



Technology



Improved infrastructure with affordable accessibility under a sustainable model
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07: Summary
The workshop was a demonstration of the valuable contribution that can be delivered in a few hours of
collaborative discussion and innovative thinking. Taking people out of their normal day to day activities, and
immersing them in the thought process of future thinking, strategic
The participants clearly articulated their desire for stronger collaborative links between government
departments as they pertain to developing the Tourism industry, as well as within the industry itself.
Advocacy and ownership were explored and the frequency of discussion turning to private-public
partnerships or collaborations was noted.
Big data and technology, and the use of these to expand markets, understand customers and drive tourist
activities was a common conversation point throughout the workshop.
Participants were clear on their focus for the west, with Perth as a gateway to Australia from the west, in the
way that Sydney is for the east. The announcement on the same day of direct international flights from China
to Perth was an indication of the commitment of the WA tourism industry to develop markets and enhance
the western gateway concept.
Sustainability, affordability and access were the key themes repeated throughout the session. They were
concepts applied to many varied aspects that the participants explored, and continually came to the fore as
key critical factors to future success.
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